C8A and C8B polymorphisms in Norwegians and Norwegian lapps.
C8 inheritance patterns in 364 mother-child pairs formed the basis for evaluation of the existence of silent alleles (null alleles) in the genes determining the two known polymorphic C8 systems. While evidence for such alleles was not found in C8A (alpha-gamma complex), two observations of null allele segregation in C8B (beta chain) indicate a C8BQ*0 allele frequency of about 0.07. Two population samples comprising 150 Lappish and 1,264 non-Lappish Norwegians were examined for phenotype distributions in C8A and C8B. The phenotype distributions were mainly in accordance with the expected Hardy-Weinberg distribution. The results for C8A indicated simple, codominant inheritance of two frequent and several rare alleles. Allele frequencies were similar in the two populations. The C8A B gene frequency in Norwegians was significantly lower than that in FRG and higher than that in Negroes. C8B allele frequencies were also calculated from gene counts in the population material, but with due corrections for the C8BQ*0 frequency observed in the mother-child material.